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Abstract: The resistivity method in geophysics is used to solve various geological and engineering problems. Recently, this nondestructive method has been used on trees to investigate possible infections within the trunks by scanning resistivity variations.
In this study, the electrical resistivity method has been aimed to be applied on various trees in Istanbul, Turkey to test whether the
method applies to trees via regular resistivity measurement devices used in geophysics. Firstly, a multi-channel resistivity device, that
is designed to automatically take measurements on the ground, is modified to carry out the measurements on trees. The measured data
are processed using two different approaches. The first approach is to prepare a program in MATLAB, which is capable of adapting
measurement points into a circular profile via interpolation. The data processed with this program are then gridded to prepare resistivity
contour slices. The detection and handling of faulty measurements are discussed briefly in this section. The second approach is to use
an open-source electrical tomography program (BERT V2) to apply inversion to the collected resistivity data. Finally, all the results and
conclusions are interpreted considering the resistivity distribution within tree trunks, including sample slices from two trees that are
known to have defected beforehand. As a conclusion of our studies, we have found that a regular resistivity measurement device used in
earth sciences is applicable to an extent on trees to investigate possible defects within their trunks.
Key words: Defected Trees, Electric Resistivity, Environment, Hazard, Tomography

1. Introduction
Studying the healthiness of the trees is one of the important
tasks of forest engineering, still and all, it is also a concern
for society. Unhealthy trees are hazardous for the living,
thus detecting them and taking appropriate precautions
is important (Terho et al., 2007). Conservation of old
trees, so much that they are called “historical heritage”,
is the culture of almost every settlement of any tier. The
healthiness of the trees should be studied without causing
any crucial harm or risk to the tree’s health, i.e. boring the
trunk to its core to take samples. With these concerns in
mind, geophysical methods have been thought to be used
to make a tomography scan of the trees with minimal
harm.
Geophysical methods are implemented in other
different fields to overcome numerous obstacles since
the interdisciplinary studies became common. One
example is the use of geophysical methods to image the
internal structure of trees in forest engineering to examine
defects within the tree trunk. Imaging the internal
structure of trees with minimum harm has been studied
in the literature, becoming more frequent for the last 20
years (Habermehl and Ridder, 1996; Vauhkonen et al.,
2000; Rust et al., 2002; Nicolotti et al., 2003; Adler and

Lionheart, 2006; Brazee et al., 2011; Rücker and Günther,
2011; Sarode et al., 2012; Martin and Günther, 2013; De
Donno and Cardarelli, 2014; Wang et al., 2016). There are
also several open-source software in various platforms that
focus on the electrical tomography application on trees
such as EIDORS for MATLAB/OCTAVE (Polydorides
and Lionheart, 2002) and BERT V2 for Python (Rücker
et al., 2006; Günther et al., 2006). Although the studies
provide positive outcomes so far, the field is still open for
developments.
In the geophysical aspect, the resistivity of the
shallow Earth is related to various geological parameters;
mineralogy, liquid content, discontinuities et cetera.
For trees, on the other hand, the resistivity is related to
their moisture content, chemical features and biological
structures. The electrical resistivity method can be applied
to measure the moisture changes within the tree by using
its internal conductivity (Musser, 1938). Under normal
circumstances, resistivity data measured from a healthy
tree are expected to have patterns similar to its internal
biological structure, which is generally specific for the
tree’s specie. Thus the resistivity data is expected to contain
undue resistivity anomalies whenever the scanned tree is
unhealthy.
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There are many different reasons for the moisture
content variability within the tree trunk, which would
result in resistivity anomalies that are incongruous to the
tree’s internal structure. The most commonly encountered
reason for such anomalies is decay, which is the process
where the organic material within the trees (namely lignin
and cellulose) converted into CO2 and water, ultimately
providing nutrients for their environment they have
belonged to (Shortle and Dudzik, 2012). It is commonly
thought that infections are the “cause” of the damage
within trees, however, Shigo (1975) noted that it is actually
vice versa; fungi specifically corrupt the damaged parts
of trees. The main reason behind this behavior is that
the damaged parts within the trees begin to decay and
decompose into organic material pools, which create
a favorable environment for fungi to reproduce and to
begin decay processes (Srivastava et al., 2013; Cragg et
al., 2015). There are also various types of decays can be
seen on trees, mainly; brown rot, white rot and soft rot,
differentiated by their ways of harming the trees and postdecay appearance changes (Riley et al., 2014; Goodell et
al., 2020). These decay mechanisms are discussed in detail
with examples by Highley and Kirk (1979), who also note
that environmental components such as present nutrients,
temperature, pH, O2 and CO2 content, moisture and even
other non-decay-causing fungi and bacteria may affect
decay behavior.
A tree could be damaged in numerous ways. There
are non-biotic factors, such as weathering, resulting
from external exposure of rain, wind and direct sunlight

a

(Kirker and Winandy, 2014). Ultra-Violet (UV) rays may
cause de-polymerization on tree’s bark (Hon and Feist,
1986; Evans, 2008). Another factor is high heat (65°C and
more), directly affecting cellulose within the tree (Lebow
and Winandy, 1999). In case of biotic factors, humans are
the main character of harm. Following common agents are
insects and birds, which also carry the fungi within trees
by damaging the bark.
Unlike animals, trees are incapable of repairing the
damage they suffer, which ultimately means that damaged
trees are bound to experience decay at some point. Still,
trees are able to perform some kind of countermeasure
when facing such a threat, which is “compartmentalization”.
Compartmentalization, which appear as discolored
boundaries (wall-like sections within the wood, see Figure
1a), is a defense mechanism a tree puts in front of infections
to keep the infected areas confined, increasing the survival
change (Shigo, 1984; Smith, 2006; Shortle and Dudzik,
2012). Forming these walls requires alterations within the
anatomy and uses a lot of the trees energy, even slowing
or completely stopping tree’s growth for a time (Barry et
al., 2005). In exchange, it is an effective survival tactic that
grows a new tree over the damaged tree and keeps them
alive even if they become hollow after decaying processes.
Some trees might also have naturally occurring cracks
or cavities within their trunk due to their age or as a part
of their genetics (Shigo, 1983; Figure 1b). Either by their
nature or because of environmental conditions, these
features cause increasing or decreasing resistivity values
depending on their behavior against the moisture. If the

b

Figure 1. Examples of defects within trees (Shigo, 1983). a: A peach tree with recent decays (decayed wood mark) and compartmentalization
(discolored wood mark). The number markings are not explained in the original paper but they appear to be tags used by Shigo to
identify visible features. b: A red oak tree with numerous cracks. Cracks within trees tend to appear after injuries, which then extend
due to environmental effects such as frost.
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infection creates empty air pockets inside the tree, the
anomalies would have high resistivity. If the tree has a
fungi infection that reaches to the tree’s bark, the moisture
outside would leak in and cause low resistivity.
This study aims to test the applicability of the
multichannel electric resistivity method used in geophysics
to detect the possible defects and their by-products within
trees without causing any major harm. It is important to
note that the availability of various measurement devices
(both for medical and geophysical/botanic uses) is known
(i.e.: Savolainen et al., 1996), but in this study, the device is
specifically chosen to be a regular multichannel resistivity
device, commonly used in geophysics. The device used
in the study carries out the resistivity measurement
procedure on the ground, thus firstly, new sets of cables
and electrodes are prepared that are both more suitable
and easily mountable for the measurements around the
tree bark. Secondly, the device is tested on a few trees in
Istanbul Technical University, Ayazağa campus. The device
calculates resistivity values and assigns measurement
points assuming taking measurements on the ground;
therefore, after acquiring the data, preparing a simple
program for both the resistivity and geometry corrections
was the third step. The dataset was then supported by more
measurements on different species of trees in different
locations of Istanbul, including a freshly cut log from a tree
that has been tumbled due to strong winds and has known
to have defects. Then, all data are processed, interpreted
and discussed by the means of the applicability of the
resistivity method on trees and possible misleads on the
interpretations when using a geophysical resistivity device
and processing data from scratch. In the next section, the
collected data are used in BERT V2 (Boundless Electrical
Resistivity Tomography) program to apply inversion.
The program requires the data to be input in a “unified
data format”, which forces a simple reformatting process
for the data files to become compatible. After producing
the inverse solution slices from BERT V2, the study is
concluded with the interpretation of the inversion results
and comparison of both approaches.
2. Theory and Method
The resistivity method in geophysics utilizes ground
materials’ electric conductivity properties. Four steel
electrodes are stuck into the ground, two of which are the
current electrodes that apply current into the ground and

the other two are the potential electrodes that measure
the potential difference in between. The resistivity is
calculated by using the potential difference (ΔV), thus
is dependent on the current intensity (I) and electrode
positions (array, K: array constant). As the distance
between the potential electrodes increases, the depth that
the resistivity information extracted also increases. The
calculated resistivity values, however, are pseudo-values
since the structure which the current flows through is not
known. The measured potential differences represent an
average of the current’s path; thus the calculated resistivity
values are called apparent resistivity (ρa, see Eq 1).
∆#
						
(1)
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There are various electrode arrays in the resistivity
methods that define the positions of the current and
the potential electrodes, all having different preference
reasons. Dipole-Dipole array is generally preferred in IP
(induced polarization) measurements since it provides
high-resolution results (Figure 2), although it is also noted
that the noise rate increases as the research depth increases
(Edwards, 1977; Dahlin and Zhou, 2004).
In as much as the trees’ radii can be considered
very shallow compared to the ground measurements,
the resolution of the results is expected to be high.
Furthermore, most of the resistivity tomography studies
in the literature use the Dipole-Dipole array on trees
(Hanskötter, 2003; Just et al., 2005; Martin and Günther,
2013). The study of Al Hagrey (2006) also stated that the
Dipole-Dipole array is more effective when applying the
resistivity method on trees.
All the theory and the procedures briefly explained
so far are also applicable to the trees using multichannel
resistivity devices with a few differences. The measurements
applied on the ground are arranged on a straight-line
profile. For trees, the straight profile becomes an ellipsoid
around the circumference of the trees. The difference in
the profile geometry brings out the requirement of a few
corrections as well.
To begin with, the regular multichannel resistivity
devices are designed to take measurements automatically
on straight profiles, therefore are incompatible with the
ellipsoid profiles in several ways. First of all, to achieve a
full ellipsoidal measurement around the tree, the first a few
electrodes should be reused after measuring all around
the profile. Another problem is that the total number

I
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Figure 2. Dipole-Dipole array and corresponding array constant (K). A and B represent current electrodes, M and N represent potential
electrodes. The a parameter is nominal distance between electrodes and parameter “n” represents level number.
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of measurements gradually decreases as the n level (or
research depth) increases. However, there should be as
many measurements as the electrode number for each n
level. The third (and the easiest to solve) problem is that
after a certain n level, the measurements would result in
duplicate points, simply because the distance between the
dipoles would start decreasing after reaching the maximum

possible distance: the diameter of the tree. Furthermore,
when the dipoles are positioned on opposite sides of the
tree, there would be a bunch of measurements that would
be addressing almost the same position at the center of
the tree slice. Figure 3 shows Dipole-Dipole investigation
points both on a straight ground (a) and circular profiles
(b), as well as points out the previously mentioned issues.
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Figure 3. a: Investigation points for a 24 electrode straight profile on ground. Grey colored points indicate duplicate points after
converting into a circular profile. b: Investigation points for a 24 electrode circular profile on tree bark. Hollow points indicate the points
that cannot be measured using ground measurement configurations. Note that all circular levels require exactly 24 measurements and
the purple point in the middle contains 11 measurements stacked on top of each other.
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Figure 3 prepared so that one can match the
investigation points with their n levels between the
straight and the circular profiles. The 21 blue points at
n=1 level of ground measurements become the outermost
measurements of the circular profile, leaving 3 points
missing for the level. The points at the n=11 level of the
ground measurements appear as a single purple point at
the circular profile, although there are 11 measurements
stacked on top of each other. The grey points starting
after n=12 level on the ground profile indicate duplicate
points when converted into the circular measurement
configuration since the distance between the dipoles would
be decreasing after reaching the diameter of the tree. The
maximum possible measurement level (nmax), therefore,
depends on the total number of electrodes used (nelectrode,
see Eq.2). The duplication would occur so that the n=12
level would correspond to the n=10 level, the n=13 level
would correspond to the n=9 level and so on. The hollow
points on the circular measurements indicate the points
that cannot be measured using the ground measurement
configurations.
𝑛𝑛!"# =

$!"!#$%&'!

−1

%
						
(2)
In order to overcome the missing and the duplicate
points issues, the simplest solution is to shift the starting
point of the profile and start another measurement run.
Considering a 24 electrode circular configuration as given
in Figure 3b, setting the 13th electrode as the first electrode

(i.e. shifting all electrodes half as much as total electrode
number) would provide information from the points that
could not be measured in the first run. Running the whole
measurement procedure twice might sound non-efficient,
however, since the distance between the electrodes is very
small (a few centimeters), the measurements are completed
in a short time. Besides, the electrodes are kept intact and
only the connection cables are rearranged during the
shifting process.
3. Data Acquisition
As mentioned in the previous section, the commonly used
multichannel electrical resistivity devices are designed to
carry out the measurement procedures on the straight
profiles on the Earth’s surface. The device equipment
include a power supply, a switch box, connection cables,
long electrical cables and tens of thick stainless steel
electrodes to be stuck into the ground. To use the device
on trees, the electrodes and the electrical cables require
some modifications.
The measurements were planned to be taken
with “METZ SAS-24SD Resistivity” multi-electrode
measurement device. Since the aim of the study is to get
the resistivity distribution within the trees without causing
any major harm, the electrodes should be smaller and
thinner; therefore, ordinary stainless steel nails are used
as electrodes. The nails’ length can be varied depending
on the tree bark thicknesses, although they should not be

a

b

c

d

Figure 4. a: Designed cable. b: 24-pinned socket. c: Crocodile clips and nails (electrodes). d: Measurement setup.
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thicker than a few millimeters to avoid any major harm. The
device has two 24-channel electrical cable input (summing
up to a total of 48 channels), which normally connects to
long and bulky electrical cables. For the application on the
trees, a new cable set with 24 electrode support is designed
with crocodile-clip-ends on thin insulated copper cables,
which are easily mountable to the nail electrodes (Figure
4a, 4b and 4c). All these modifications cost about three in

a thousand of a commercial resistivity tomography device
that is specifically designed to apply electrical resistivity
tomography on trees.
After all the modifications are complete, a test
measurement was run on an old plane tree at Istanbul
Technical University - Ayazağa Campus. 24 electrode
nails are rammed into the tree’s bark with equal spacing.
After all the connections are complete (Figure 4d), the

Zekeriyaköy

İstanbul University Cerrahpaşa
Bahçeköy Campus
Sarıyer

Beykoz
Ayazağa

İstanbul Technical University
Ayazağa Campus

Şişli

Boğaziçi University
Kandilli Observatory

İstanbul
Üsküdar

Figure 5. The locations of measured trees inset as white triangles (▲) on map.
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4. The First Approach: Processing from Scratch
With this approach, we aimed to process the data without
using publicly available programs and instead prepare
our own to see whether it is possible to squeeze useful
information.
4.1. Preparation of the program.
A simple MATLAB® based program was developed using
the first few collected data as a starting point. The program
firstly forms the shape of the trunk from the measured
electrode distances. However, since the test measurements
served as a trial of the device’s compatibility, measurements
of the tree circumference’s shape were not done; instead,
electrode distances are input so that the resulting shape
would be circular.
The program expects a file containing combined
resistivity measurements of the normal and the shifted
runs. The data coordinates are rearranged within the
program depending on the shape of the tree. The measured
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measurements are carried out using the Dipole-Dipole
array. The measurements are continued up to the n=11
level, which corresponds to the center of the tree for
24-electrode configuration.
Note that since the device supports a total of 48
electrodes, it is possible to prepare another cable set and
mount it to the device to increase the total number of
electrodes per measurement. Increasing the electrode
number would be useful for trees with wide perimeters
and the resolution is expected to increase as the distance
between electrodes would decrease when the number of
electrodes increases. However, increased resolution may
not be crucial in order to detect whether a tree is defected
or not, which will be discussed in the further sections.
After the test measurements are complete, new
measurements were taken from different specie trees at
different locations in Istanbul; namely Istanbul Technical
University – Ayazağa Campus, Boğaziçi University –
Kandilli Observatory and Istanbul University Cerrahpaşa
– Bahçeköy Campus (see Figure 5 for locations).
Additionally, we tried to achieve a pseudo-threedimensional resistivity image by taking more than one
measurement on one of the trees. The tree is scanned from
30, 60 and 120 centimeters heights from the ground, then
the resulting data are processed via the developed program
and finally, the volume between the scanned slices is filled
with cubic interpolation.
Finally, a log sample that is recently cut from a tumbledover tree is brought to Istanbul Technical University Ayazağa Campus from Istanbul University - Bahçeköy
Campus. The sample contains defects within the sapwood
and the heartwood, visible from both sides. The sample is
kept on the ground for two weeks to make the log soak
in the moisture, then the measurement procedures are
carried out.
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Figure 6. Two of the plots the prepared MATLAB® program
creates. a: Assigned measurement points that are colored
depending on their resistivity value. b: Achieved contour
map after gridding the data. The aqua lines bounding the
measurements in both plots represent the tree’s outer bark,
changing shape depending on electrode positions.

apparent resistivity data are gridded using Natural
Neighbor Algorithm. Finally, the contour maps are
obtained from the gridded data (see Figure 6a and 6b). The
calculated contour maps are placed inside the previously
measured tree shapes for a better understanding of the
areas measured within the tree.
This procedure simply places the measured apparent
resistivity values on their theoretically expected positions,
thus is only a method to display the measured values
on a grid. Despite the grid is calculated using apparent
resistivity values, the approach neglects the features along
the path the current travels through completely, therefore
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Figure 7. Slices and apparent resistivity contours for measured Cedar and Poplar trees. High resistivity areas correspond to hollow
and decayed parts. a: Cedar tree slice. b: Apparent resistivity contours of the Cedar tree. c: Poplar tree slice. d: Apparent resistivity
contours of the Poplar tree.

it cannot be said that the results are electrical resistivity
tomography images or anything similar. Nevertheless, the
simple program we have prepared is useful to provide a first
glimpse of the collected data and may even be sufficient to
state whether a tree is healthy or not.
4.2. Results and Findings
The trees have been interpreted according to their species,
measurement heights and deformation. According to
these interpretations, the apparent resistivity in the healthy
trees generally decreases outwards while it is generally
irregular and chaotic for unhealthy trees. Different

patterns of anomalies were observed in different species of
healthy trees, even though the general resistivity behavior
was the same. Considering the same species of trees at
various locations, although the anomaly patterns are the
same, the measured apparent resistivity values differ in
amplitudes. Unexpected anomalies are interpreted to be
related to infections that cause wet areas, decayed areas or
dry cavities, indicating unhealthiness. When the tree slices
and the apparent resistivity contour maps were compared,
consistency was observed in deformed parts of the trees
(Figure 7).
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Figure 8. a: The measurement results on the Cedar tree at 30 cm,
60 cm and 120 cm heights from the ground. b: The interpolated
3D resistivity image.

Figure 9. Artifact anomalies (marked with white dashed lines)
occurring due to faulty electrodes. a: Two crescent artifacts on
Pine tree sample (two faulty electrodes). b: One crescent artifact
on the Cedar tree sample (one faulty electrode).

For one of the cedar trees, three different measurements
were carried out on different heights from the ground; 30,
60 and 120 centimeters. These measurements are prepared
into slice contours following the same procedures (Figure
8a), then turned into a three-dimensional apparent
resistivity distribution image. To achieve the 3D image, the
data points having the same [X, Y] coordinates on each
layer are put together to interpolate the values between
these points. This means that all the points are interpolated
separately, solely depending on the values of the points
right above and/or below them. As a result, the resistivity
image of the cedar tree is achieved, consisting of a total of
91 levels from 30 to 120 centimeters from the ground with
a one-centimeter interval between each. The final result is
given in Figure 8b, in which a quarter of the values are

depleted to see the apparent resistivity changes within the
trunk.
It is important to note at this point that this
interpolation process cannot be named as a 3D electrical
tomography image. Having the electrode interval a few
centimeters wide is large enough to overlook small defects
(such as cracks); having about 30 centimeters between
two slices ignores all the features between them, setting
aside the defects. For 3D imaging of the tree trunks, there
are several electrode spreads studied; including zig-zag
patterns and simultaneous multi-level measurements
(Cheng et al., 1989; Bayford, 2006). Using 2D spreads, it
is nearly impossible to achieve a proper 3D representation
of resistivity. Therefore, the interpolation of the separated
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slices only provides information about the “difference”
between the slice levels, not about the actual features
between them.
During interpretations of the processed data, we have
noticed an important issue in some of the measurements.
The subject apparent resistivity contours appeared to have
large, crescent-shaped anomaly lows and highs starting
from the tree bark all the way to the center (Figure 9a and
9b). These anomalies which occur independently from
the tree species and without any visible indicators led to
the conclusion that these are artifacts created by faulty
measurements. These kinds of artifacts that one may call
“geometrical” due to their unnaturally regular shapes are
generally related to electrodes themselves.
Common geometrical spreads in resistivity methods
utilize four electrodes which are repositioned depending
on the underground investigation point. This means
that each electrode in the spread would be used for four
measurements for each n level (except the first few electrodes
on both ends of the profile). Consequently, if an electrode
is faulty (i.e. poorly placed) then the measurement results
should contain four faulty values per n level. For regular
ground measurements, these faulty values follow certain
straight patterns depending on the used geometrical
spread. As we have previously discussed in section 2.
Theory and Method, the straight measurement levels on
the ground measurements transform into ellipsoid-shaped
levels when carrying out the measurements on trees. Due
to the transformation process, the said geometrically
occurring faulty measurements would roll up to create the
crescent-shaped artifact anomalies.
The values shown on the gridded resistivity sections do
not represent the apparent resistivity values on that exact
position, but hints the current’s permeability between the
current and the potential dipoles. High apparent resistivity
is expected when there is a feature within the trunk that
prevents current flow. For example, if there is a large crack
beneath one of the electrodes that cause a major current
disrupt, all measurements using that electrode is expected
to result in high apparent resistivity, resulting in the
previously explained crescent-shaped anomalies. Actually,
however, the high apparent resistivity area is close to the
electrode itself; not anywhere the crescent-shape indicates.
In this case, the faulty electrodes should be detected from
the geometrical alignment of the crescent anomalies
and all the data points using these electrodes should be
removed.
Data point selection and the results after the removal
of the pine tree anomalies are given in Figure 10a and
10b, respectively. It can be said that the anomalies after
the removal of the faulty data points better resemble the
internal structure of a healthy pine tree, even though there
appears to be another faulty electrode on the left-hand side
of the anomaly map.
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Figure 10. The effects of removing the measurement points that
use faulty electrodes. a: Resistivity pseudo-section of the Pine
tree with faulty electrodes. Black dots indicate measurement
points and white points indicate faulty measurement points. b:
Resistivity pseudo-section after removal of faulty data points.
Notice that the anomalies better resemble the internal structure
of a healthy Pine tree, although there is data loss on the bottom
right side of the slice.

It is also important to note that although the removal
of faulty measurements is the proper practice, it also
causes the prepared anomaly maps to change due to the
decrease in the data points. The said effects on the sides of
the resistivity contours can clearly be seen in Figure 10b
as linear cuts. These effects are expected to multiply as the
total data points decrease, thus it would be better to use as
much electrode as possible to avoid undesirable data loss,
as well as to increase the resolution.
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5. The Second Approach: Inversion Using BERT
V2Software
With the second approach, we aimed to process the
data using BERT V2 software, a sub-library of pyGIMLi
(Geophysical Inversion and Modelling Library for Python;
Rücker et al., 2017) specifically developed for electrical
resistivity modeling and inversion. The software has
no interface and works through batch/bash commands
depending on the operating system builds. It also requires
Python 3.5/3.6 and some data processing/plotting libraries
such as NumPy and matplotlib, as well as pyGIMLi itself.
BERT V2 software is capable of applying inversion to
the apparent resistivity data that is collected using various
electrode spreads and types. The inversion depends on
the finite element modeling methods (as discussed in
Rücker et al., 2006) and a smoothness-constrained GaussNewton inversion (as described in Günther et al., 2006)
within a triple-grid mesh scheme. The meshes are created
depending on the electrode positions, topography (surface
geometry) and predefined mesh properties. Input data and
electrode spread are used to calculate configuration factor
and apparent resistivity. With the inclusion of constraints
and sensitivity information, the iteration process starts.
After each iteration, Jacobian matrixes are redefined and
used in forward calculations. Different data-fit measures
are calculated, including root-mean square (RMS), relative
root-mean square (RRMS) and error weighted chi-square

fit (χ²). The model is updated depending on misfits and
iteration stops when a certain error threshold is reached.
In this study, the termination of iterations defined by the
condition that chi-square fit is smaller than or equal to one
(χ² ≤ 1).
The inversion procedure is schematized by Günther et
al. (2006) with the flowchart given in Figure 11, along with
our program’s simple flowchart. Compared to our program
we have used during the first approach, BERT V2 is clearly
advantageous with its ability to apply inversion using large
variety of complex meshes and fining processes.
The input data format is explained in detail within the
software documentation and website; defining the format
as “the unified data format”. The parameter definitions
within the file may differ depending on the measurement
axis and the measured values. For apparent resistivity files,
the files simply contain the total number of electrodes,
their coordinates, the apparent resistivity values and the
ID numbers of the electrodes that are used to measure the
apparent resistivity. All the other parameter definitions,
such as file names, mesh properties, profile closeness,
value caps, etc., are included in a separate CFG file. The
inversion process is started using these CFG files via
command prompt.
For the dataset collected in this study, first of all, the
data files from the normal and shifted runs are merged
to achieve a full circular measurement, just as in the

Our Pr ogram
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Figure 11. Flowchart explaining our programs work flow and the inversion procedure BERT V2 follows (Günther et al., 2006).
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Figure 12. Comparison of the results from first and second approaches along with slices from defected trees.

first approach. Then, since the data files created by the
multichannel resistivity device (METZ SAS-24SD) are
incompatible with the BERT V2, they are converted into
the unified data format. Since the tree slices are horizontal,
electrode positions are defined in centimeters on the XY
plane to form a circular shape, radii of which depend
on the electrode interval and electrode number. Within
the configuration files, the CIRCULAR parameter is set
to 1 (defining a closed circular measurement), the mesh
size is set to decrease toward the middle (PARADX=0.2,
PARAMAXCELLSIZE=0.005) and maximum resistivity
cap (RMAX) is removed. Finally, the configuration
and data files are run with BERT V2 and the results are
converted into PDF.
The inversion results of apparent resistivity data from
three cut trees are given in Figure 12.
First glance at Figure 12 shows that results from our
program and BERT V2 are completely different. Albeit

the first approach is not an inverse problem but just a
repositioning of measured values, directly assigning the
measurement points to the corresponding coordinates and
gridding seems to hint the defects slightly. On the other
hand, the inversion results calculated by BERT V2 show
irregularly (one can even say they are totally random)
distributed resistivity values, totally independent from
the features visible on slices. However, the examination
of the data from healthy trees shows similarities both for
our program and the BERT V2. The inversion results of
apparent resistivity data from three healthy trees are given
in Figure 13.
As seen in Figure 13, the general pattern of the apparent
resistivity distribution for healthy trees are resembling
each other, including the normal behavior of decreasing
resistivity from inside to outside.
Another important result to point out is that the faulty
electrodes, which appeared as crescent-shaped anomalies
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Figure 13. Comparison of the results from first and second approaches from healthy trees.

in our program, seem to appear as relatively low small
anomalies that are close to the electrode on inversion
results. The said effect can be seen on pine and cypress tree
results given in Figure 13.
To sum up the overall inversion results, the healthy trees
seem to result in resistivity patterns that are expected and
acceptable. Defected trees, on the other hand, seem to have
chaotic results that are far from pinpointing the position
and type of defects. There may be various theoretical and
practical reasons for such inversion results.
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6. Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, we tried to explain whether it is possible to
determine the defects within tree trunks by applying the
electrical resistivity method of geophysics, using a device
that is specifically designed to carry out the measurements
on straight ground profiles. Multichannel resistivity
method with Dipole-Dipole array is preferred since its
application procedures cause minimal harm to trees
compared to the other methods, rate of which is advanced
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by using lower currents and thinner electrodes (Figure 2
and 4).
The defects within trees (Figure 1); decays, fungi,
cracks, etc., are expected to cause resistivity anomalies
(either lows or highs) in the apparent resistivity sections,
that would be noticeable with both their amplitudes and
unexpected positions. At this point, the adaptation of
straight-assumed measurements into a circular profile is
important since artifact anomalies that lead to improper
interpretations may occur during the process. Even
though the anomalies may have been adapted correctly, the
artifact anomalies may still occur due to various reasons;
commonly encountered one is the faulty electrodes. The
effects of faulty electrodes appear as geometrical (in this
case, crescent-shaped) anomalies, making detection and
removal of corresponding faulty data points easier. To carry
out these processing steps, a simple program is prepared
that is capable of calculating apparent resistivity, adapting
data points into circular profiles and finally gridding
for interpretation and eliminating faulty measurements
(Figures 3, 6, 8 and 10).
Our program’s results show that the apparent resistivity
values are highest around the center of the trunk and
decrease towards the tree bark, regardless of the tress’s
specie and location. The anomalies’ pattern and amplitude,
on the other hand, appear to be specific for the tree
species. In the case of infected trees, these patterns are
expected to be deformed and/or hardly recognizable due
to anomalously high/low apparent resistivity values. This
hypothesis is tested on two previously cut tree samples
with known defects, the results of which are given in
Figure 7. The cedar tree sample (Figure 7a) appears to have
decayed, slushy-looking sapwood right beneath its bark.
These abnormally high resistivity anomalies mask the
actual resistivity pattern within the tree (Figure 7b). It is
concluded that the high anomalies indicate a defect which
can be related only to the slushy sapwood, apparent to the
naked eye. The poplar tree sample (Figure 7c) represents
a better example of apparent resistivity anomalies of
defects. In general, the results conform to decreasetowards-bark behavior; however, the center part is more
chaotic (Figure 7d). These anomalies, when compared, are
mostly compatible with the tree slice, where some cracks
and cavities can be seen. The central area appears to be
corrupted and has mold-like color changes, indicating
decay. At the bottom right part, there is a thick crack from
tree bark to the heartwood, which indicate corruption. The
high anomaly corresponding to the area is most probably
related to the crack, blocking the current flow.
We have also tried to get resistivity measurements on
a single tree multiple times, each one being on a different
height from the ground. Three measurements are taken on
a cedar tree at 30, 60 and 120 cm heights from the ground,

then the results are interpolated point-by-point vertically
to get the resistivity behavior between these levels
(Figure 8). The procedures and results show a glimpse of
vertical resistivity variations between levels. Even so, it
is required and recommended to get the measurements
on more frequent levels to increase the precision of the
interpolation.
The measurements also showed that the resulting
apparent resistivity sections might have artifact anomalies
that are caused by faulty electrodes. Fortunately, electroderelated artifacts always result in geometrical anomalies in
multi-electrode resistivity measurements, which are easily
noticed both on the ground and on tree measurements.
The mentioned artifact anomalies occur as crescentshaped curves on circular profiles around trees (Figure
9). The responsible electrode can be detected by eye since
the artifact anomalies would gather on a single point at
measurement surface and all the measurements that
use the faulty electrode can be removed. The removal
operation provides a better interpretation of the inner
resistivity distribution, on the other hand, it also causes
disruptions on the anomalies and casts them out of the
ellipsoidal shape of the tree.
In the next step, we applied inversion to the combined
measurements using BERT V2 software. Inversion is,
naturally, expected to show a better expression of the
internal resistivity structure of the trees since the inversion
takes the path that currents travel into account. The
inversion results showed that trees known to be defected
result in chaotic resistivity images, which does not resemble
the results from our program. Healthy trees, on the other
hand, give inversion results similar to our program with the
decreasing-towards-out resistivity patterns. The difference
in between the healthy and the defected trees’ inversion
results can be related to the current diffractions due to the
defected parts of the trees. As a result, it is possible to say
that the abrupt anomalies that have unexpected apparent
resistivity and do not relate with the tree’s internal
structure are the main signs of an unhealthy tree. Another
finding is that the faulty electrodes’ effects appear as small
low resistivity areas located around the faulty electrodes
in inversion results, not as large crescent-shaped artificial
anomalies.
We conclude that the resolution of the collected data
is important but not crucial to be high when the aim is
to investigate the healthiness of the trees. The resistivity
anomalies that occur due to defects generally result in
unexpected amplitudes at abrupt positions that does no
relate to the tree’s internal structure. These anomalies
occur due to diffractions of the current and can be
detected with small amounts of electrodes; therefore, both
approaches have proven to be useful even if there are only
12 electrodes used on a 35-cm-diameter tree, as seen in the
Poplar tree in Figure 12.
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During the interpretation of the results, we have noticed
that the crack at the bottom-right part of the Poplar tree
(Figure 12) causes anomalies both on our program’s and
BERT V2’s results. On our program’s results, one can easily
see that there is an anomaly on the apparent resistivity
contours at the exact position of the crack on the slice.
The anomaly is a high resistivity anomaly, since the crack
prevents the current flow between the dipoles around it and
our program does nothing for the diffractions occurring
while the current travels. On the BERT V2’s results, the
same area appears as a low resistivity area since the effects
on the current path are included during the inversion. The
results’ showing a resistivity anomaly at the position of a
visible crack shows both of the approaches are usable to
detect the defects within trees.
There are various decay mechanisms (white rot, brown
rot, etc.) possible to occur within trees, which generally
initiated by internal or external damages on the tree’s
body. Regardless the type and progression pattern of
the infections, trees put up the compartmentalization
as a countermeasure by altering their internal anatomy.
These anatomical changes are also expected to cause
anomalies in resistivity measurements. As a result, the
defects within trees are expected to be determined in all
phases of decaying (including initial damage, infection
phase and compartmentalization) since there would be
abrupt resistivity anomalies, independent of the stage and
extension of the defect.
Comparing the two approaches, one can say that a
regular multi-channel resistivity device can be used to
investigate the defects within trees since both positioning
the measured data into appropriate positions and applying
inversion showed different behaviors on the defected
and the healthy trees. The first approach is just a way of
displaying the data with every measured data positioned
onto corresponding theoretical locations; however, since
the values are the results of the irregularities within the
trees they still include information about defects. On the
other hand, inversion is a better representation of the
measured apparent resistivity data with proper physical
relations and fitting methods, the results of which are
comprehensible. Usage of the first approach or modelling
the data totally depends on the aim of the study. If the aim
is to find out the healthiness of the tree, the first approach
appears useful according to our results, however if it is to
find the defect’s size and exact location, then modelling the
data is better practice.

Comparing the results from our program and BERT
V2, there appears to be a difference in apparent resistivity
amplitudes of the results. As explained before, the
main reason for such differences is the data processing
approaches’ being different. Plotting the data without
inversion makes abrupt anomalies’ amplitude larger, while
the inversion process smoothens the anomaly, resulting in
a narrower resistivity band. Again, since the positions of
the abrupt anomalies are the main indicator of defects, the
highest resistivity value may be high as long as it indicates
a defect. Furthermore, there are seasonal changes within
the tree’s trunks which causes amplitude variations on
resistivity data, however such variations are not strong
enough to prevent the detection of anomalies and defects
(Martin and Günter, 2013).
Investigation of defects within trees is important for
society. Such features weaken the tree’s body and the tree
becomes hazardous due to the risk of being tumbled. Our
study showed that it is possible to detect the healthiness
of the trees without causing any major harm using multielectrode resistivity methods, supporting the studies
previously done in this field. The measurements can be
taken by using a device that is designed to carry out the
measurements on straight ground profiles. Our results,
in general, show that the resistivity within trees reach
maxima around the center and decrease outwards. The
pattern of the decrease depends on the tree’s specie.
Unexpected anomalies within the data, which disrupt
this “healthy” anomaly pattern with abnormal positions
and amplitudes, can be considered as defects. In order to
improve the results, it is still recommended to use proper
electrode spreads with more electrodes along with a more
suitable resistivity measurement device. However, our
results indicate that a regular multichannel resistivity
device that is commonly used in geophysics is applicable
on the investigation of defected trees, with inexpensive
modifications.
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